Call for Submissions

Céfiro Volume 15 (2018)

Extended Deadline for Submission: January 15, 2018

Céfiro, the journal of the Graduate Student Association of the Department of Classical and Modern Languages and Literatures of Texas Tech University, invites you to submit your research or creative writing to the forthcoming 2018 volume. Volume 15 will consist of three sections: a general section, a special section on the topic of our conference Discursive Landscapes: Connecting Geographies, Cultures and Contexts, and a section devoted to creative writing.

DISCURSIVE LANDSCAPES
SPECIAL VOLUME 15

As we find ourselves rooted, unrooted, and relocated in constantly shifting notions of space, our languages, literatures and cultures reflect the instinctual human impetus to adapt. With this in mind, we are interested in exploring the changing relationships between space, place and representation in Volume 15, which stems from our 2017 conference.

Abstracts for the special section are invited for but not limited to the following themes:
- connections between real and symbolic spaces
- the geopolitics of language and culture
- discourses of physical space
- heritage languages and identity
- border linguistics and literatures
- cross-cultural communication

SUBMISSIONS

Submissions should be sent to the Céfiro website powered by Open Journal Systems. The URL is https://journals.tdl.org/cefiro/index.php/cefiro/index and instructions for online submissions will guide you through the five-step process. All submissions for consideration for the 2018 volume must be received by January 15, 2018. Notification of receipt of all essays will be sent by January 30 and notification of acceptance will take place by February 28. Use parenthetical documentation, endnotes and a list of works cited as outlined in MLA Handbook (Seventh Edition). Academic submissions should be no longer than 30 pp. and creative works shorter than 20 pp. in order to be considered for inclusion.

Questions? E-mail the journal at cefirojournal@gmail.com